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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Over Faculty Pay

FOLLOW THOSE DOGS
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AFT Won’t Stand Still
By KENYON JORDAN
Daily Assistant Editor
The American Federation of Teachers i AFT) Local 1362, yesterday indicated it will not stand still over the
failure of several of its members to
receive paychecks for the months of
January and/or February.
On the motion of Dr. Eldred Rutherford, former president who resigned
when the union ended its 37-day strike
Feb. 14, the AFT voted the following
resolution:
" . . . To instruct Its president to
inform SJS Pres, Robert D. Clark that
AFT Local 1362 will undertake direct
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Controversy Still Rages
Over College Union Lanes
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And with the coming of sunshine and blue skies,
AH, IT’S SPRINGTIME
the fountain. Apparcampus canines return to their mating paradise
right in the nick of time. Below, the
ently, the couple, above, made it
insatiable lover intently watches a potential mate bile the rag. Dogeologists forecast that this spring man’s best friends will set new fountain atfollow those dogs.
tendance records. Looking for some action

rToday’s
World News
At a Glance

New Show
Cantinas nutio station IOUS
(90.7 FM) will feature a new
tonight
program front 8 to
entitled "Padded Cell." KWh
Brown, former ratdio-T’ nens
Bat tin,
director, and MOM
former Dail) associate editor,
will present undergr llllll ri 1111I hie,
movie revievoi, and e
mentary.
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Compiled from ANA4WhItP(1 Press
A measure simiSACRAMENTO
lar to Gov. Ronald Reagan’s proposals
to keep trouble-makers off university
and state college campuses was approved yesterday by the Senate Finance Committee. The measure requires that students or faculty found
guilty of taking part in campus disturbatwes be dismissed and made ineligible to return for three years.
Walking only one!MINTON
fourt h as long as was originally
planned, Apollo 9 astronaut Russell L.
Schweickart fought off two previous
attacks of motion sickness and stepped
out into space 140 miles above earth
yesterday, floated to a spacecraft platform and told the world, "Oh, boy!
What a view."
- --SAIGON - During his inspection
visit to South Vietnam, Secretary of
, Defense Melvin R. Laird said yesterA’day the enemy must be prepared to
accept the consequences if attacks on
South Vietnamese cities continue.

Summer Students
Will Reg By Mail
Registration for 1969 summer sessions will be handled by mail, and
summer students will not lose the first
day of classes in registering, according
to Leo P. Kibby, dean of Stunmer
Sessions.
Registration cards will appear in the
official summer sessions bulletin, to be
published in early April tan unofficial
one is circulating now) and upon receiving the rani% students can register
by mail, immediately.
Tuition fees, along with College
Union and ASB fees, can be paid at
the Sattle ilMe.
"Along with the convenience of mail in," added Dean Kibby, "the increased
long wait tn lines and inconvenient
p.,yment dates.

Teacher Candidates
To Tour School
Teacher candidates are invited to attend a Union Elementary Sehool District open house Saturday. March 22,
at 9 a.m. at Vineland School, 1444 Blossom Hill Rd.
Interviews, a lour of the district, and
a coffee social will be offered. Reservation cards are available in the
Placement Center, Elementary and
Secondary Education offices.
Further information is available from
Mr. Frank Gualtierl, Union Elementary
School District office, 377-8010.

Points of view over the necessity
of a bowling alley in tne new College
Union clashed yesterday.
ASB Pres. Dick Miner said, "I’ve
never talked to a student on this campus who wanted a bowling alley," while
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark stated that
the "Unhappy problems on this campus
is that we lack recreation facilities. I
would like to have a bowling alley."
Miner, in a student poll he personally
conducted during this semester’s registration, found that 66 per cent of the
students favored something in the
union besides a bowling alley. He
thinks student needs would be better
served by a Rathskeller-Coffee House
type restaurant.
Pres. Clark. on the other hand, believes that physical fitness facilities are
a primary asset to campus life but
that "students themselves must be
given the voice in the matter. I hope
they will not neglect, however. the
vital role recreation plays in our society."
Before Christmas vacation last year.
recreation student Liz Russell, conducted a poll concerning use of bowling
facilities in the union and found that
66 per cent of the F104 people answering
the question, "Do you feel you would
use the bowling lanes if available?"
answered, "Yes."
Miner said he believes that Miss
Russell’s poll was biased toward the
bowling alley. His own poll found 61
per cent of the 254 people questioned.
admitted they would use the lanes at
least once a semester while 65 per
cent of that group also favored, if

possible, something else other than the
lanes.
College Union Director Ronald C.
Barrett, an advocate of retaining the
lanes, felt that both polls taken were
deliberately biased, either for or
against. He suggested Wednesday, as
Miner did yesterday, that a disinterested party be brought into the controversy surrounding the question of
student support for the lanes and poll
as scientifically as possible the general
student body as to their exact feelings.

Freshman Acquitted
Of Riot Charges

A Municipal Court jury Tuesday
found SJS freshman Willie Russell
Johnson not guilty of two misdemeanor
charges arising from a campus demonstration last Nov. 26.
Johnson, 18, of 35.5 S. 10th St., was
charged with participating in a riot
and distmbing an assembly. The seven
men and five women jury acquitted
Johnson after one and a half hours of
deliberation.
Police Sgt. James Guido testified
during the trial that he saw Johnson
invade and disrupt an art. class taking
a mid-term examination. Spotting
Johnson on campus two hours later, he
a rrest ed him.
Johnson told the jury that he was

30 at SJS

Fires, Bombs Plague Campuses
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - - Fires
and bombings have caused heavy damage at five major California colleges
beset by student unrest. Now officials
are worrying that lives may be lost
if the incidents continue.
Underscoring their concern was
Wednesday night’s blast at embattled
San Francisco State, where police said
a freshman lost his sight and three
fingers while trying to plant a homemade explosive in a locker room.

So far, no one has been killed, authorities note, in the series of arson
and explosion at schools vvhere students have been in conflict with administrators.
But "it’s only a matter of time until
someone loses his life," said Thomas
Cahill, San Francisco police chief.
"The shocking thing is that these
bombs are left in areas where an innocent ixe-son or group could be killed,"
he said. "No consideration is given to
life."

Additional Funds on the Way?
An eineigency legislative measure
currently being considered by Gov.
Ronald Reagan could bring additional
revenue to S.IS this spring.
The special allocation was recently
passed hy the legislature to help meet
financial problems created on state
college campuses by the heavy student
enrtillment for spring semester.
Glen E. Guttorrnsen, director of
business ancl financial affairs for SJS.
stated, "The college Vs’as tentatively
seheduleti to receive approximately
$148,000 to meet the urgent needs
eaused by high enrollments this spring

semester. That tentative figure was
based on the possibility of $575,000 being allocated to the state college
system."
Guttormsen indicated that the allocations to the individual campuses will
be done in the Chancellor’s office.
"If we clo receive the additional
funds," he continued, "the college will
use the hulk of them for teaching assistants and teaehing supplies, both of
which are critieal areas."
Enrollment at SJS for the current
semester Is 17.6114 full time and 4,353
part time students.

sanctions against the college if all
striking faculty members have not
been returned to pre-strike status and
salaries by March 13."
The motion further called for a
closed "strike" meeting, "if necessary,"
Tuesday to decide the "natuie and
extent.’ of the sanctions. The word
"strike" was used, Dr. Rutherford
said, not because the teaehers union
expects to strike, but to show its
serious intent concerning the resolution.
Earlier yesterday Dr, Hobert Burns,
academic vice president, told the Daily
the administration expects "that by
Monday, at the latest, the entire faculty reappointment and payment problem can be solved." According to Dr.
Brett Melendy, assistant academic
council vice president, 25 instructors
still have not been paid.
The complicated issue stems directly
from the AFT strike here Jan. 8 to
Feb. 14. Although striking instructors
have been on their jobs since the walkout ended, administrators say the
state cannot pay the teachers for
either January or February until their
attendance records during the strike
have been verified.
All teachers who have filled out reappointment forms (necessary for reinstatement) have, however, received
60 per cent of their February paychecks from a school "revolving fund."
Once they are cleared, they will re-

At SFS, besieged by student militants for four months, there have been
seven bombings.
Police identified the injured freshman as Tim Peebles, They said he was
found lying in the blasted area. TWO
unexploded. more powerful bombs were
found nearby. In addition to losing
his fingers anti sight, physicians said,
Peebles was seriously burned.
Another time bomb -- which didn’t
go off -- was found at SFS several
days ago behind a drinking fountain.
It wits set to explode at lunch hour
when students would be ciowding past.
The incidents have officials worried
that some militants are turning from
disruption to potentially more lethal
tact ics.
Ominous incidents have also occurred at the volatile campu.ses of
Stanford University, SJS, Valley State
College and the EC Berkeley,
Stanford has had more than $200,000
in damage from arson: SJS had more
than 30 smoke bombings and fires in
one month; Valley State’s employment
office was bombed last spring, and
Berkeley, scene of bombings and fires,
reported the largest single fire loss in
a mysterious
the disturbances
$400.0(X) blaze to an auditorium.

reading in his room at the tittle of the
disturbance.
Monday. two other SJS students had
pleaded guilty to similar charges. Gerald Anthony Gilbert, 440 S. 10th St.,
pleaded guilty to disturbing the peace
during the same demonstration. A battery count against him was amended
and a malicious mischief charge was
dropped.
Police had charged Gilbert with
destroying the film of a student photographer who wits attempting to take
photos of the disturbance.
Gilbert’s probation hearing was set
for March 17.
In a case arising during the American Federation of Teachers strike, 27year-old architectural designer Glenn
Eldrich Coleman pleader’ guilty and
was fined $35 Monday for obstructing
a SJS sidewalk. He was also placed on
informal probation.
A charge of battery, stemming from
an incident with a truck driver, was
dismissed on the motion of the District
Attorney’s office.

ceive regular paychecks, with the 60
per cent subtracted.
At the end of January, attendance
records were reported to the State
Controller, a.s usual, excepting some 65
instructors who the administration did
not report because, according to Dr.
Burns, it Was suspected they were on
strike. Those 65, therefore, did not receive pay.
Though this failure to report attendance probably saved strikers from being fired under the Education Code’s
five-day provision, it also created a
massive problem of paperwork for administrators.
The 65 had not lost their jobs, but
in order to get back on the payroll,
they had to clear their attendance.
Those who were "separated" under the
Education Code had to be rehired by
their departments, fill out reappointment forms and be approved by an
Academic Council -appointed review
corrunittee.
It was this last point which brought
the AFT reaction.
Dr. Rutherford said that not only
has the delay in the paychecks created
a "sheer urgency" for teachers "desperately in need of money," but that
administrators are not carrying out
their end of the settlement bargain.
In that settlement, under the heading "Protection of Striking Faculty
Members," it stated that instructors
would return to "pre-strike status with
respect to rank and salary" on the
recommendation of only one of the
following:
1) department and school;
2) special committee of Academic
Council;
3) academic vice president.
Because it has taken more than that
to clear the records with the state,
Dr. Burns and AFT agree, checks have
not been sent out promptly. AFT has
also been slow in submitting reappointment forms, Dr. Bums said.
In spite of Dr. Burn.s’ promise that
all would be settled by Monday, the
19-6 vote for the resolution was clear
evidence that AFT doubts such will
happen.

News Center To Air
First TV Production
Television station KNTV, Channel
11, will air the Radio and Television
News Center’s first TV production,
SJS Reports, Monday morning at 7:40.
Channel 11 will carry the show each
weekday morning just before the History 17B class. Every show is written.
announced. and filmed by members of
the RTNC staff, and is a five minute
in-depth report on some aspect of SJS.
Monday’s show will look at the
championship Judo team at SJS, with
reporters Terry Hostek and Ken Wood.

11a474 eriep
Unique discussion to stimulate communication will highlight Sparta
Camp at Jones Gulch, March 21-23, accorcling to camp co-ordinator Barbara Mortkowitz.
Tickets are $12.50 and go on sale March 11 at a Seventh Street booth
Space is limited to 350 students and faculty.

Fairness Committee
Miss Addie In.sel, Mark Shapiro and Jim Walton are new members of
the aci-hoc Fairness Committee.
These students will wofk with the Judicial Board mediating student
grievances. i.e. grades, resulting from last semester’s AFT-student strike.

Better Biology
"Students for a Better Biology," an advisory committee, has been
formed, according to committee chairman Robert Baker, due to a "need
for feedback between students and faculty."
Three committees review the lower tihision, upper division and general
education biology courses for relevance. content and structure.
Students taking biology courses may join by calling Robert Baker at
287-7862.

Physics Club
The Physics Club will present a model laser demonstration for all interested students Monday in S216.
Potential use of lighting beams for space flight. communications, in
dustry and medical surgery will be discussed.
aseassoneratursist
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five minute extra finger painting time has

throw them into a nenotis dither.
elki William Sansom says, "The

long been a much disputed issue on this
campus. It’s been smoldering- for years.
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boxes. he beat
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cat’s
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was enough

really disturbing sounds are bird noises

intelligent editorials.

flutterings swooping up from nowhere,
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But the French author Victor Hugo got

postcards.

habit

Sitting. standing or lying. many writers
really need some form of pet stimulant.
An SJS philosophy

professor will cer-

"Of course. Supreme Court Justice Abe
Fortas said, "In our system. state operated schools may not be enclaves of totalitarianism. School officials (lo not possess

pl

And Dumas was used to wearing a
NI helmet, cork lifebelt

and floral

Japanese dressinggou n.
Dumas once explained: "Half my ideas
lodged

in

this

"Forget that now Seymour. If you can
sneak out the window, go ahead.’
"You’ve been quoting Justice Fortas."
I interrupted. "What about Justice Black?
have always had the idea that
the schools were to educate children and
not children to educate teachers, hut that
He said,

seems to Ile an out of (late concepe."
"Looks like he’s finally wising up,"
Herslunen cracked back. "The teachers

tainly find it difficult to bring forth his

are

ideas on existentialism into writing without changing from one pipe to the other.

mainder in a pair of woolen socks I put
on to compose love scenes."
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sequence of their size-.
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kids?"
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get it!"
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A41%iee to Spartan Daily writers ... Put
the Spartan helmet. use the shield to

looking human skull which wits willed to
the professor by a mutual friend at the
Professor Arturo Father)

once

was heard

ROICANN TE1(1111:11tA, graduate Spanish major

saying that

just transferred here At my old school we had a student
union with a bowling alley, I don’t think we need a bowling

smoking and changing from om pipe to

gazing at

the

human

skull,

the other has actually given him an insight

into

understanding

Being

and

Nothingness.

need educating on this finger painting
issue, and who could better educate them
than a group of first graders?"
"How about a group of kindergarten
"That bunch of sniveling idealists? For.

in front of !hi.. oipc rack is a fearful

time of his death.

"I

too particular about

the color of the ink. but made a positive

Th.

representative
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RICH ROOFIRS, senior public relations
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Six-year-old Wendell Hershmen, leader
of the class, explained to this reporter that
the class made a peaceful request for the
extra time hut Miss Evelyn Pritchard, the
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In spite of this move, campus disorders
The most recent one started a
few days ago when a class of first graders
at a local grammar sehool re%olteil against

cont.

Bowling Alley
Or Roller Rink

Another writer who would be lost v(ith-

By DAVE SEVERINI

"Well, Mr. Hershmen, I am convinced
you and your group are determined to
carry this thing through. But how long do
you think it will last?"
"Till about five o’clock this

afternoon."

"But how can you he so sure?"
"All us kids are going hotne to watch
The Wizard of OZ on TV. After all, a kid
does not live on finger painting alone:"

out his pipe is J. B. Priestley, and also
Ruby M. Ayres wouldn’t have dreamed of

CONNIE

ETKEDA, freshman Journalism major

"I think a lot of people would like it. I’d
peopl.. -,anething to do. I’m an avid bowler

..\

fhe North First Street Bowl."

go. It would gke
and I hae to

embarking on one of her romances without a good siippl of cigarettes. al band.

Next to tobacco. some writers also

have

found coffee and tea serv stimulating.
Balzae. the all-time coffee addict, whose

TOM GAVI.OR, senior psychology major

working (lay began at midnight and ended

"If the money could
vantage, no. But if the
then the alley is a good
a factory, and a bowling

at

be applied elsevehere to better admoney is available for entertainment.
thing. SJS is plain. It’s too much like
alley might lend color to the campus."

midday,

was

asked his servant

known

to

to keep

have
up

always

a shuffle

Photo

by Vince Camagna

The dilemma we face now is one of
uncertainty. We don’t know if the present
demand is strong enough to warrant this
huge expenditure.
If students wonld make use of the lanes,
outlay of those dollars would be

the

once murmured between lines.

justified.

cups served hot and sweet at the draught proof glass screen behind which he
iike to see a lounge. A howling alley sounds okay bul
USe it very much - it’s not too hot an idea."

will have the only $1:10,000 shuffleboard
in the world.

sertiee of countless cups of cafe noir.
"I’ll die of 10,000 cups of coffee," Ralzac
Edgar Wallace’s tipple was tea. endless

JUDI s’ILARK, sophomore commercial art major

Either the 14 -lane bowling alley in the
new College Union will be used by enough
students to make it worthwhile or SJS

worked. But Dumas stuck with lemonade.
The German poet Schiller found his inspiration in the arotna of a pile of rotten
apples which he kept in his desk.
Sometimes Ile ate them. Sometimes Ile
just sniffed them for mental stimulation.

If no one cares for the ten-pin sport
anymore ithe last poll was taken in the
1950sl the only thing it will do is gather
dust in wait of Don Carter.
I can’t see the waste of X dollers when
the area could he utilized for something
constructive, such as a roller skating rink.
Bowling alley or skating rink, let’s decide once and for all.
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’Public Hostile to Campus Disorders’
Last month the Board of Trustees sent state college professors
a letter at private expense advising them that "all faculty
members should be aware of the
public hostility that is being gen.
crated by campus disturbances "
Enclosed were representatiie
samples of approximately 186,000
communications received to date
by the trustees and the colleges.
The communications are in the
form of letters, petitions, telegrams and organizational resolutions.
The Board of Trustees stated
that 98 per cent of those communications supported the stand
taken by the trustees, Gov. Ronald Reagan. Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke and San Francisco State
College President S. I. Hayskawa.
All 39 copies of letters sent to
the professors were against campus disruptions. All signatures
were removed from the letters.
The following comments were
underlined in the copies of letters
sent to the professors last month.
"A.s a taxpayer, I demand that
faculty away from classes and
on strike be fired!" said one letter.
"In the name of all of the good
things that this country has
stood for until recently’, and
hopefully someday may again,
may I urge you to put forth
your full efforts towards settling the insane state of affairs

CAlore
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for thir
Diamond ititigg
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535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
9
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that seems to be infecting our
young peupk. in general and our
college campuses and faculties
in particolar," said another letter.
"The taxpayers of this state
are getting very alarmed at the
situation in our state financed
colleges and We feel that it is
time that something drastic is
done. We are tired of spending
our tax dollars to support students that are not grateful for
what is being done for them,"
demanded another letter.
"The only possible answer to
the present campus unrest is
swift, sure (and if necessary,
violent) action against the demonstrators, including suspension.
expulsion. firings, revocation of
tenure. fines, arrest. and/or jail
terms, as may he appropriate,"
said another letter.

The trustees also -.eat the pit,lessors a list of proposed Senate and Assembly bills which
would curb disruptive behavior
on campus.
SENATE BILLS
SB S. Whedmore: Makes it a crime
for maliciously disrupting normal operations, spcifically on a college cmpus.
SB 20, Harmer: Provides for the dismissal of stal employees who disrupt
campus activities.
SB 28, Harmer: Provides for the eir
pulsion of students for disruption of
campus ctivitis.
SB 32, Walsh: Defines pornography
and prohibits ehibitions of such in dra
matic product ons at any stat college.
SB 34, Walsh: Increases the penalties
for inciting a riot on a campus.
SB 51, Whetmore: Amends Mulford
Act by increasing penalties for refusing
to leave campus if ordmed to do so.
SB 56. Harmer: Permits the president
of a college to declete a stet of emer
gency and restrict access 10 his campus.
SB 132, Harmer: Oath of non-dis-

Reading Lab Relieves
Book Laden Students
By RON LENT
Daily Feature Editor
A 2,000 page English Literature book, another 800 in political
science. Two term papers compound the studying difficulties.
Where do you begin?
Start with the reading laboratory in ED231, open from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. daily with facilities to aid a student’s marling
comprehension and speed.
This free college service utilizes several Evelyn Wood speedreading techniques to promulgate
rate progression.
"For example, when students
come in here, I inunediately administer a diagnostic test to
them," explains Mrs. Norma
Spalding, laboratory director.
The 45-minute, multiple-choice
examination stresses vocabulary,
along with facts and main idea
retention skills.
With test results computated,
a comparative (with other college
students)
score interpretation
sheet is shown and explained to
the student. On the basis of these
test results, a personal reading
program is instituted to meet his
deficiencies,
If tett results indicate a need
for speed upsurge, a student
might begin with the tachistoscope. This projector flashes film
phrases across a small screen.
The phrases increase in length
and difficulty proportionate to
the individual’s peripheral vision
expansion. "The tachistoscope increases the ntunber of words you
see (in a given phrase) while increasing speed," Mrs, Spalding
said.
The next step is problematical.
A student ildvances from the
tachistoseopeZ to the Controlled
Reader providing he maintains
an 80 per cent comprehension
rate as his speed improves.
When the student satisfactorily
meets these two requirements,
the indhidual advances to a film
story projector. The projector
line-by-line.
story,
a
flashes
across a small screen at a controlled rate. "A student is forced
to speed up with the film to keep
up with the story and answer
questions which follow," Mrs.
Spalding added.
After grasping the Controlled
Reader techniques and skilLs, the
student moves on to the Reading
Accelerator. This machine enables an individual to apply newly acquired skills to text books.
"A plastic bar is set at a given
speed and travels down the page,
blocking out lines previously
read," Mrs. Spalding commented.
Like the other machines, "The
individual starts off slowly with

easy reading material and increases his subject difficulty as
speed and comprehension rates
progress," Mrs. Spalding said
implesummarizing
technigtie
mentation.

Legal Counsel
Approvai Sought
Students may soon have lioth
legal advice and aid if a proposal
by ASB President Dick Miner
and Vice President Bill Langan
goes through.
The proposal is to have a student referendum, voting whether
or not to allocate an extra SI
or $2 from students at fees time
for the legal aid.
At present the Board of Trittees limits the amount of fees
that can be attained. hence the
referendum. The ASB canratt
fund the money itself due to a
lack of money.
The main problems are attaining the money and determining
how many students would use
the legal semice.
The ASB is currently negotiating with the law firm of Morgan, Beauzay, and Hammer ft,’
their services. A report to Student Council is expected next
week.

Capp At SJCC

ruption to toe requirsid aftv 1970 Ly all
students.
SB 173, Harmer: Allows a penalty of
up to five years or $5,000 or both for
persons who disrupt activities of college
or university officials.
SB 179, Wedworth: Requires State
Allocation Board to reimburse cities
and counties for police costs in civil
disorders.
SB 309, Schmitz: Establishes Campus
Safety Cornmiss;on which has the power
to chargc hear, make findings and
dismiss any student Jaculty member
or employee for disrupting campus ac
tivities. Also permits firing of college
or university chief campus officer or
administrator for failing to quell disruptions.
SCR 25, Stiern: Urges regents,
trustees. Board of Governors, and
school districts to file charges against
disruptors.
ASSEMBLY BILLS
AB 4. Britschgi: Anyone violating the
Mulford Act (anti -trespass statute)
must promise not to return to campus
before being released.
AB 20, Wilson: Any employee participating in a campus stiike shall be Ore
rnediately dismissed; a 5.2 per cent pay
increase is included.
AB 48, Mulford: Faculty members
participating in stiikes are automatically dismissed from employment.
AB 59, Ketchum: Any student or

acedemic employee us;nq (WC* or
violenc on cmpus shall be immed
iately and permanently expelled.
AB 70, Lanterman: Any student violating campus rules and regulations
shall forfeit stiite .itolarships for one
yer.
AB 75, Collier: "Earn, learn and reimburse" tuition proposal. Students
would pay substantial tuition which
could be deferred and repaid later.
AB 86, Fenton: Provides penalties for
distributing "harmful matter" which is
defined.
AB 123, Wakefield: Students disrupting campus activities shall be suspended or expelled with tote! loss of
fees paid.
AB 188, Wakefield: Requires student to sign paper saying he will abide
by the campus rules and regulations.
AB 222, Pattee: Provides for suspension of students for crimes committed
during a trustee -declared state of erne,
gency.
AB 223, Pattee: Limits colleg ability
to recognize certain organizations or
allow the use of campus facilities.
AB Mk Wakefield: Prohibits any dismissed studnt or faculty member from
entering any state college campus without permission of the chief campus
officer.
AB 291, Schabarum: Makes it a misdemeanor to remain on any land when
ordered to, leave by the owner or an
agent thereof.
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Summer Workshop Tour
To Head for Pacific Isles
Educators W...
ill t.001. NEW Zealand, Fiji, Sturioa, and Hawaii
this summer and will earn six
units in the meantime, if they
register for a workshop in comparative educations of the people
of the four islands.
The wurkship, culled ED.175
CS, is co-sponsored by SJS 1101.1
the University of Canterbury in
New Zealand.
The New Zealand segment of
the tour will take 25 clays. The
travelers will study that country’s educational system, with
emphasis 011 M0011 educationall
problems.
The students will study the
Fiji Islands’ culture and education for five days, and move on
to American Samoa for another
five rhys.
Ett:

media specialists. librarians and
administrators. Spouses may accompany students, and selection
of students is on a first -comebasis. Applications
f irst -Sell’e
may be sent to Dr. John E. Morlan, School of F:ducation. The
deadline for applications is April
30.

Court
March 7, 8, 14, 15,21, 22
8:30 P.M.
Civic Andituriiint
Cet

Huy one 82.00
FREE o lila this ail.
2q7-7.128

V.’":"..".Wro’W.-;Wo,1410
If 1,0111 think

ss

Howard’s Crystal Creamery
Hid\ .erst... ice cream.

HU NI AN AN\ ARENESS SEN1 IN \
AS11.(111-11 --- MARCH 22 & 23

you sure have been leading
a sheltered life.

ON TI1E BEAUTIFUL MONTEREY PENINS1 1. \
* Join groups of people working toward

ii0Wartrs
It’s a Three -

expanded human awareness .. . better vontmunications . . . relies ing isolation and
loneliness.
* Experienced professional
group leadership tinder the direction of
\\ illiam 11. Parker. l’h.d.

Meal-A-Day
Place.
7:00 A.1,11.
10:30 P.M.

infor ttttt tion and roserration, rail collect (4151 42151011

Tuesday limn Sunday

Foundation for Human Achievement
291 Geary Street - Suite .102 - San Francisco 9.1102
_
_
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For Careers With The Federal GovernmentThe Federal Srvic Entrance Examination

Puritan Oil Co.

On Campus -- Walk-In

NOW ACCEPTS

(Jost show up ,and

take test

Saturday, March 15, 1969

..004

master charge

IANKAMERICAN!

ifillf 1.18Nw r

Mere*/ ote,te

8:30 A.M. - Room 141, Bldg. JC

Rocket Credit Cards

Open to All Seniors and Grad Students

Cartoonist Al Capp, creator ot =
"Li’l Abner," will speak at San
Jose City College Wednesday at E.8 p.m. in the Men’s Gym at 2100
Moorpark Ave. Admission is free. nimmffimmimilliffinin11111111111nininnnilinininnifiliiillMiliill1111111b

Last On -Campus Test this Semester

(applications at station)

No Previous Application Necessary

4th & Williatn - oth &Keyes - 10th & Taylor

a young man... apurpose... a dream...
his revelations crf then, now and tomorrow...

"GATES GRILLS
&RAILINGS"
1

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
e,

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

fril 702 -

produced by Dallas bimith

1

,

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 B1 _ks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
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A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033
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SJS Graduate
Will Be Featured
In Sat. TV Opera

Pure Jet on Certified Carriers
for students, faculty, employees
and their immediate families.
ROUND TRIP
NEW YORK LONDON

$189
$289
$319
5189

ROUND TRIP
OAKLAND/LONDON
ROUND TRIP
OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM
ONE WAY
OAKLAND ’AMSTERDAM

Film ’Avant-Garde’
Unique Student Effort

7.

Irene Dalis, SJS graduate and
soprano, Will be featured
Richard Strauss’ opera "Die
Emu Ohne Schat ten" on the MetCompany’s
Opera
rtastlitan
broadcast Saturday.
111Mo

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
for schedules and applications

:Miss Delis originated the role
AMIlle. or Evil Nurse, when
the opera made its American
premiere in San Francisco in
1959.

T -M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., Ph. 293-1031

A graduate of the SJS music
department, Miss Dalis received
her master’s degree from Columbia University. She won a Fulbright Scholarship in 1952 and
made her operatic debut in "Don
Ca’ rlo" in Oldenburg, Germany.

Wind Cheater
JACKET

11’.1.111. 1
%I.( Editor.. Nate:
is the first of a tiva part arnet, introducing SJS’s first
cinematic feature.
%V Sl.’1 i’11ST
Fine Arts %A Hier
Weary smiles alai sighs of relief could be st en and heard
throughout tilt studio, as the
final dramatic scene was shot.
The last hectic hours of filming
were completed and the 90minute film "Avant-Gartle." student -conceived, student -direct eci,
and student-produccd, was now
completed.
San Jose State had produced
its fiist student matte featurelength movie, no small accomplishment. SJS drama major
Leroy McDonald, a Black man,
was especially pleased since he
not only wrote the play upon
which the movie was based, but
also was a principal actor in the
film.
The filming, which ended last
Friday, concluded months of planning and contributions from the
Drama Department worth more
than $1200. According to McDon-

ald, the movie is based very
loosely on the life of Black jazz
musician Eric Dolphy. McDonald
Vanghn’s ’ ant
Jacket of
matt
pellent dacronfi and
combed cotton poplin ..
classically styled mitt,
double pleated back yuk.,
English stand-up coll,...
welt pockets and raglo.
sleeves. Colors: british tail,
navy and maiLe. Made to
retail at $16.95.

IRENE DAUS
.. famed opera star

’Duchess of Malfr
Opens Season Tonight

$1102
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE I
.1

DASOUN
BANK

3r,Se

used his imaginatitto in developing most of the act it at in the play.
is especially
"Avant -Garde"
unique because of its extended
length and the fact that students, mostly on their own, were
able to produce a veritable "feapredominantly
ture film." A
Black cast, many of whom had

I.R(011 CARDS Wf tCOMA

DISCOUNT GN Alt BIBRCHANDISF

YhtIGIIM
sATHr.r. GATE

"Look, madam, what a troop of
make towards us,"
cries the handmaid to her mis-

armed men

:******* ***** *******ireet

TINIL
BUCK

\Ion. thru Sat.

Vi IIITE

When ft’ortune’s wheel is over*I charged with princes, the weight
*,
*, makes it move swift: I would
:1 have my ruin be sudden."
This i, part of the ’’Duchess

A currently playing musical
with an
all black cast
Music, lyrics, and direction by
Oscar Brown, Jr.

9:30-5:30
I hill-. Hit!. "till
9:1h11).\1.
!’%1). F4)111’ill
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\ I \ 1111 1:11:1 THEATRE
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\111\11:11\11tint.
*
k NtIF-1:11
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Phone: 986 1639

Veuite********************

as a
coliege critic
sees

tress as they ride through the
wild night. The mistress, Duchess
of Malfi, replies:
"Oh, thet- are very welcome:

of NIalft’ which opens tonight at
College Theater. The play, by
Elizabethan John Webster, is
loaded with full -chested quotations, from the game heroine as
well IIS others. The stage tvill be

peopled by ugly villains a.s well
a.s heroes, fools and princes.
The 11169 version, directed
by Dr. lituitld Todd. professor
of draina. will repeat itself on
the nights March 7, 8 and 12-1:1.
The lxrx office is located at College Theater opposite the North
Library, I3ox Office is open 1-5
in. weekdays and one hour prior
;urtain time, 8:15 p.m. Tickets
to, t.1.50 general admission, 75
ciatts with ASEI card.

. added to the
lieVer acted
film’s unusual quality.
Fred Cohen. radio-TV major,
who directed the filming, called
the project "the biggest thing
I’ve seen done in this department
in four years."
Cohen, along with co-director
Rex Hays, had to wrangle
thiough seven straight evenings
of rehearsing and taping, trying
to beat a 5 p.m. deadline. VTR
video-tape service had to stop
it, tloing by this time each day.
Film making is never a troublefree process, as any harried director, actor. or technician will
tell you. "Avant-Garcie" ran into
such complications as names
spelled wrong on the credit list,
sparkling teeth that weie too
bright for the cameras, missing
props, and co-ordinating two very
busy cameramen.
In the final scene. a Drama
Building hallway is hastily converttal into a hospital corridor.
,,It.trter found himself put
is a hallway monitor

ht:N1ON .1(11111AN
A.-aslant Editor
Admirer- of I3ertolt Brecht
tit

may he si icht ly disappointed vvith
.:sity of Santa Clara’s
the
(Det.:ii !mow of Speech kind Theatre Ai 1,, production of "Galileo," 110t," playing at the Lifeboat Theatre.
Although the play is presented
sincerely, with every attempt to
adhere to Brecht’s dialogue and
production gimmicks, as well as
costuming alld props, much of
the impact fails; to come across.
The fault for this must be laid
on the cast. Except for the lead,
inost of the players are college
students and all are relatively
inexperienced.
In ti few cases, such as with
the volatile Andrea (Lee Roy
Kaminski, Galileo’s as sist an t,
youth is a boon rather than a
hindrance. But most of the time
it detracts, as when Galileo is
supposed to be debating’ types
of humanism with a monk. (Gene
Fox I, who looks as though he
shouki be in class taking notes
from the scientist instead.
But it is weak acting. not
youth, that hurts the play most.
t ing, sardonic dialogue
Brecht ’s

is rendered stiffly and seemingly
with %erring parts emphasized.
ltliteh of t.he time, clue to the
actors’
failtire to projeCt their
VOiCitcl

heard
seat

properly, lines cannot be
leVen to one in a good

noted, however. only one
player is neither college student
nor inexperienced, and it shows.
Vial:in:0,1y. he also plats Gali-

..e.cosmossore..-

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

FACES

221 SOUTH KING ROAD

.....1
"k 4’,0*

44The film was included on the program of a
film festival organized under the auspices of
the Tennessee Arts Commission. A strangely
heterogeneous audiencehigh school and
college kids, housewives, businessmen, secretaries, academic types, and a smattering
of beards and love beadshad endured two
exhausting days of seminars, panel discussions and screenings by the time FACES
was to be shown.
FACESand I say this calmly as canis a
beautiful film. It is a unique film. I have
never responded, I have never seen an audience respond as we did that night. The faces
that we saw were our own.
The film is the acting, and the players in
FACES, all of themJohn Marley, Gena
Rowlands, Lynn Carlin, Seymour Cassel, and
the otherssimply gave, were allowed to
give, the performance of their lives.",
marshnii t. Faiiweti tr.

SPECIAL!
LI 1
t

GREEN FEE:
$1.25
LWeekdays
Sat., Sun., Hal.
After I 2 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50tt

managed to temixwarity interrupt
the shooting. All the other scenes
were shot in the confines of the
TV studio. where student-made
sets were utilizer!.
"The set-up in the studio
wasn’t quite what I wanted," McDonald explained. "I would’ve
preferred that the two jazz
nightclub scenes had been shot
in a real nightclub instead of the
studio."
Cohen and others affiliated
with the film will do the final
editing of "Avant-Garde" as weii
as adding a musical score, with
some of Dolphy’s actual jazz
composition, early next week.
The second part of this article
will discuss the film’s hopefttl
future, and some excerpts from
an interview with the play’s
author.

Best Supporting Actor Best
1411 Tlif AI
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Astor’s Coin-Op Car Wash
804 Lincoln Ave.

732 S. 1st.

Malachi:6
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

BELL BOTTOMS
& Other
Unique fashions
5% Discount with Student Body Card
Mt. View
1742 El Camino Real at El Monte
Open ’tit 9 Mon -Fri., Sat. 10-6
967-3037

NOW IN PAPERBACKS

california book co.

134 e. san fernando -137 e. san earlos **

Monterey Museum
Show’s Professor’s
Art this Month
The works of Dr. Raymond
Mose, associate professor of art,
are currently on display through
April 1, at the Monterey Peninsula Museum of Art in Carmel.
The retrospective exhibit features works from Dr. Brose’s
"magic realism" to his current
styles and techniques. Oils, watercolors, caseins, and acrylics
are included.
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AVAILABLE AT

Choose any one of the 24 hours in the day
to visit Tico’s Tacos. We are open every hour
of the day for your convenience. Sensible
prices for outstanding Mexican food; Tico’s
Tacos.

Supporting Actress

onw

Nik ash and wax

obese body with soap t,o the
end, when, blind and guarded bY
the inquisition, he turns over
his clandestine "Discourses" to
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD
Andrea.
In between. he develops the
character of a man who is unaDr. Haim G. Ginott
1.2F,
bashed at having scientifically
proved a world "without God."
His God is reason, and if reason
proves the former God to be
HOT AND COLD
faLse, then so be it.
But for the 17th Century
.95
Marshall McLuhan
world, and especially for a. hierarchy of Catholics fearful of
losing power a.s a consequence
of Galileo’s findings, reason is Or
not so easily accepted.
The plot Ls linked tightly to -Sr
this conflict of reason versus
accepted fact. Which is worse
an ignorant, happy world, or an
enlightened, fearful one?
But the play’s real worth is
in the character of Galileo and
his conflict within himself. He ig
made even more significant by
his weak supporting cast. Keenan’s Galileo fights an inner
battle between his two selves
lover of life and lover of truth, 414110-11441111/11*********** ***** *********************htelt
becoming a symbol of the struggle of all men.
"Galileo" completes its run at
the Lifeboat Theatre tonight, tomorrow and Sunday. Tickets are
$1 for students and are sokl on
1::::) ’ ’iri
lit won WORRIER Of PRIM I.ND
a reserved basis. Perbormances
ASSURANCE
coot ro PROCTOCS P01( THE ffST vmuts
start at 8:30 p.m.

The Walter

Nominated for Two
Academy Awards!

Special emphasis

11111,i(I.

will be placed to music of L/krainai, Atmenia and Russia.
The wind band will also per form the "Sinfonia No. 4" of
Walter Hartley, and the opening
piece of the programs will be
a youthful work of Thom Ritter
George, "Proclamations."
_ _
__

Iookinf (or a Clean
Ynexpen,five iiappeninf?

leo, who is involved in every
scene, and if anyone brings the
show from poor to adequate it
is he (Michael Keenani.
Keenan portrays a Galileo of
such fine quality that audience
identity Ls with him from the
opening curtain as he lathers his

Wind

Symphonic

’

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY HUSTLE/1
hole Orgenuatroo omen
ION* EASSAVMS"TAUS" surpng lohn Moron Sono Rtotionts tom Coto. know, CSISSI
Fred Deeper Val Avert Prod.ed by Ateurtee *helm Anotitto Protocor bar
Written end closeted bv bhn Ceteenetet Relessad
CONTINENTAllt

259-3335

ST I I IL\ I .-1.1D

Ilan,’
semester Tuesday March 11. At
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall a symphonic program of vtind and percussion music will be presented.
Admission Ls free to students
and public.
Both evenings will feature
’rhe

plays its first concert this

’Galileo’ at Santa Clara
Pulled by One Star

ire....3ozow-ce..e.eser-0-

JOHN CASSAVETES’

trying. without too much success,
to keep people and noise from
drifting onto the set.
l’s1( k ert heless, despite careful
vigilance, a jarring school bell
and two strolling custodians

SJS Symphonic Wind Band
Plays Slavic Music Next Week

4th and St. James

Diamonds added brilliance to the modiamonds
ment they exchanged vows
from Proctor’s outstanding selection of
finest wedding and engagement rings. it
must be rightand it will be right ii it’s
from Proctor’s.
NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

IPAADlepaktA11:4 )C.IS

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN &COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenings

’’’

SJS Cagers
Bomb Loyola
The Sparian bask,tball team
set a school field goal percentage
record of .618 in coasting to an
89-56 win over Loyola kit Spartan
Gym last night.
The Spartans will conclude
their season tomorrow night
against Pepperdine kit Spartan
Gym. Game time is
p.m. The

Netters Test
Cal Bears
With today’s scheiluirl match
against Santa Clara cancelled.
the SJS tennis team will get a
brief rest before meeting a strong
UC Berkeley team Tucsday.
After winning their opening
dual match against Ctl StateHayward, Tuesday, 8-1, the Spartans lost to Utah Wednesday,
6-3.
Ken Lowell was the only singles winner for SJS against Utah,
defeating Harold Sears, 6-2, 1-6,
8-8’. Unveil teamed with Roy Orlando in doubles for an 11-9,
6-3 win over Sears and Dan
Bleckinger.
The doubles team of Chuck
White and Mark Elliott beat
Dave Harmon and Laury Hammel, 4-6, 6-4. 6-3, for the other
Spartan win.

Slump Hits Diamondmen

Spartans still have kin otit,,,1
chance for the West Coast Athletic Conference title if Santa
Clara loses to Pacific tonight kind
St. Maryr’s tomorrow and SJS
beats Pepperdine.
Center Darnell Hillman set a
single season school record of
308 rebounds when he pulled
down 20 last night. The old record of 307 was held by Mary
Ilkiniesinan in 1956.
Hillman led kill scorers with
23 points in addition to playing
an outstanding defensive game.
Guards Steve McKean and Tim
Holman each shot six for nine
from the field and forward Dick
Groves hit six for seven in helping the Spartans to their shooting
record.
In their fitst meeting with
Pepper"line, the Spartans pulled
away in the final minute. for a
76-68 win.
Pepperdine has been improving
steadily since the early-sea.son
meeting. The Waves, led by center Hiram Peterson and guards
Bobby Sands and Steve Sims.
were ahead of Santa Clara 31-27
last week before losing, 62-52.
The Waves had a 5-7 record going
into last night’s game with UC
Santa Barbara.
Spartan seniors Tim Holman,
Dick Groves, and Bob Scott will
play their final game tomorrow.

..
SPARTAN SPEEDSTERS Ronnie Ray Smith and Lee Evans battle
for victory.

Spikers Face
Stiff Challenge

Facing its toughest early season track competition, SJS hosts
the always tough Athens Athletic Club along with Sacramento
State and Cal State-Hayward to- morrow ina four-way meet at
1:15 on the tartan track.
The easiest way to get
Some hot competition is prea Volkswagen in Europe
dicted for the meet with Athens
here.
it
is to buy
Ixtasting an impressive list of
imiliumummiumuimiummiiiiiminimuirniiiiiiiiiiiminiiimiliunip: talented track and field per=
Lise CrisI.
= BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
formers.
Manager
E 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Athens lost to an improved
Overseas Delivery
286-8800
- SAN JOSE
California team by 10 points in
= I m in‘erested in buying a Volkswagen here and picking
brochuie
illustrated
your
= it up in Europe. Please send me
a meet last Saturday which fea= and price list.
tured some good early season
= Name __.
iturrunrozEct
_
performances.
i
Itter.Crl
_
:
-2 Address _
"Athens could throw strength
=
=
- at us in every event,’’
Zip Code
State
- City
warns
F111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1H1111111111111111111111111
SJS coach Bud Winter. "We expect a tough meet. one which will
be good for our kids because it
will push them hard."
The Spartan speed crew of
Ronnie Ray Smith, Kirk Clayton
and Sam Davis could get some
good competition from Jerry Wil-Iktms and Bobby Griffin of
Athens in the sprints. Griffin
was a member of last year’s
"FLASH" appearing
Speedy 440 relay team and has
it best of 9.4 while Williams has
Wed. thru Sat. nights
a top mark of 9.4 in the 100.
The ’SJS 440 relay team will
be tough to beat, even with Olym* Now Serving Cocktails
pic star John Carlos still ailing
* 50c cover charge on Fri.
ftom a strained foot tendon.
and Sat. nights only
Transfer George Carty will fill
his spot to run with Davis, Clayton and Ronnie Ray Smith.
Olympie Gold Medalist, Lee
Evans will face some stiffer competition in the 440 as he takes
on Jim Ward of Athens who ha.s
a best of 46.9 and ran a 47.6
against California. Evans was recently named tram captain of the
SJS squad.
The 120 highs should be a sizzler with Al Rockwell of Athens
who has a best of 13.5 taking on
Spartan star George Carty who
went 13.6 at the Olympic trials.
F’,AMS
Larty Walls of SJS will have
all he can handle when he goes
up against Bill Gairdner of Athens in the 440 hurdles.
Walls has a best effort of 51.4
while Gairdner has gone the 440
meters distance in 51.7.
Pole vaulters Chris Papanicolaou and Sam Caruthers, who
both vaulted 16-6 in last week’s
meet will be taking another
crack at the 17 foot mark and
will be challenged by Ed Mar-

1

ANNOUNCING

The New Red Ram Bratstube

with

RED RAM
10111 & William
295-3805

tenson of Athens with a best
vault of 16-642.
Two seven -toot high jumpers,
Gene Johnson (7-112) of Athens
and Don Pierce 17-0) of Sacramento State are entered in the
meet but Don Lindsey of SJS,
who has a top jump of 6-10’2.
could pull an upset.
Darrell Horn of Athens heads
the long jump field, boasting a
best of 26-4, but has fallen short
of that mark this year and
Marion Anderson of SJS I24-9)
will streng,t hen SJS in that
event.
Darold Dent and Jim Adkins,
SJS distance standouts, take on
the fine field of Athens runners
which include Ed Dean, Steve
Brown and Rich Delgado.

Tailored to the traditional "T" . . according to
Grodins exacting Rams Head specifications with
three buttons, welt -seams and patChed flap
pockets. Olive or aged whiskey in 36-44 reg., 36-40
short, 38-44 long, only

2945

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom Hill Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

Scribes Unlimber
Tired Muscles
Denying newspaper work has
them "fat and lazy," Spartain Daily staffers have accepted
a challenge from the Radio kind
TV News staff to meet, once
again, on the basketball court.
The game will be Saturday at 6
p.m. in the mini -gym.
Markt

Bob Grottkau, 32. a line coach
at Laney College during the past
season, hiut been selected as an
assistant football coach at SJS
by new Spartan head coach Joe
McMullen.
The announcement was made
yesterday by Athletic Director
Robert Bronzan.
Grottkau, a Bay Area product,
joins DeWayne (Dewey) King,
a former defensive football coach
at Rutgers, University of Pennsylvania and Michigan State, who
was named to the SJS football
staff earlier.
"Bob comes to us most highly
recommended by all those he has
worked with," McMullen said.
"Re is a skilled teacher and a
hard worker. He will vvork vvith
the offenshe line."
Grottkktu, who played for the
DeUdit Lions and Dallas Cowboys in the National Football
League, was a line coach at
Douglas High in Portland, Ore-

gon, for six years prior to his
coaching position at Laney.
He played for the Lions for
two seasons and was then traded
to Dallas vvhere a knee injury
forced his retirement in 1962.
Grottkau, a graduate of Oakland High and the University
of Oregon, received his Ma.sters
Degree in Education at Portland
State College.
A guard at Oregon, he vats a
participate in the 1958 Rose
Bowl and played in the 1959 AllStar game in Chicago. He was
selected All-Coast in 1958 and
was named honorable Mention
All -America in 1959.
Grottkau and his wife, Beverly,
have two children, Steven, 12,
and Michelle, 6, and are expecting another chikl in April.

shortstop who hit over .300,
dropped from the team and last
year’s most valuable player, Nate
Vincent, failed to return this
year.
Luke said his reasons for quitting did not occur overnight. Last
season Luke along with kill other
members of the team. signed a
petition asking for the dismissal
decline
of Sobczak or at least
in his authority on the field.
Athletic Director Robert Bronzan appointed former football assistant Gene Menges as cocoach.
Luke said Menges has been
given 49 per cent of the control
but Sobczak is still in control of
the team.
But, with or without Luke, the Spartans are playing ball.
With both Barry Carlson and
Bill Butler on the shelf with ;
sore wings, the Spartans have tit.): two healthy pitchers left
1.01’ Itt11101TOWS game.

Charter Flights
Lea AngelesLantIonLas Angeles
Via
Buying 707 TransPolar
Round Trip
Return
Deport
Seat

NAMI

ADDRESS
FACULTY 0 STUDENT CI

til:NDAY. NI 111:11 9
9:15 a.m. - MORNING SEMIN
"The World’s Leading Aftorney"
5:45
-- EVENINI; F0111 NI
S N VI l/N.11/1
(BOTH AT TRIC BUILDING, MD
Friday, March 14:
GYM MEET - Men’s Gym. 7:30 p.m.

Opett4 "Tonight
&IS
San Jose State Drama Department
PRESENTS

The Aucliw

lita10

March 7-8-12-13-1445 in the
College Theatre, opposite Libras.% North
on San Fernando
STUDENTS 75r
BOX OFFICE OPENS 1-5 p.m.
29-1-641.1

Ext. 2600

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW

St.

SACRAMENTO CAMPUS

Tiff:
THE

PROGRAM OF THE. SCHOOL OP I.AW ENABLES SITIO:NTS TO
STUDY OF LAW IN THE SUMMER QUARTER thine WOO, OR 11
QUARTER (Septemlwr 19691. IN THE 3 YEAR DAV OR 4 YEAR Et
1)111SION. NM:FORCE OFFERS THE IURIS DocroR Dk:GREE AND
( tam rig) BI THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION. APPLICATION
LINE: June I, 1969.
FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION
3282 FIFTH AVENUE. SACRAMENTO. C4LIFORNIA
TELEPHONE (916) 452.6051
I/et

STAFF 1:1

SI IRIAN

1

Price

$295.00
JUNE 6 SEPT. 14
$295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
JUNE 25 SEPT. 14 $295.00
These flights are usailulde
to Faculty Members, Students.
hate famCampus Staff and
ilies. Tliis charter prograno is not
sponsored (or rontrolled by the
California State Colleges.
forms and full de.
For r( esti
tails please send completed COILI.
pon obeli,. iti Trip 1:hairman,
144 So. Beserly Drise, Miserly
Rills, Calif. 90212.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

ToEuA4
ANGELO’S
Fre Parking at 38 So 3rd

The outf ielder’s resignat ion
from the team adds his name to
a list of SJS players who have
quit under Sobczak.
lit 1967. Bart Spina, kt starting

Grottkau New
Grid Assistant

The SJS wrestling squad is one petition in the NCAA Championof three teams expected to battle ships at Brigham Young.
Earlier dual meet competition
it out for top honors in the first
this season saw Fresno State
annual Pacific Coast Athletic decision both SJS and Cal State
Association Wrestling Champion- Long Beach by one point while
ships to he hosted at SJS today the Spartans and Cal State, Long
Beach held each other to a tie.
in Spartan Gym.
The overall record for the SJS
Preliminary matches will begin at 1 p.m. and continue trim this year is 11-5-1.
Top entries for SJS are Gary
throughout the afternoon with
Ramstetter, a 160-pounder who
finals starting at 7:30.
has a 13-3 record this year, and
Six members of the PCAA
177-pound Paul Hatling, who is
be represented in the tournament with SJS, Fresno State and 11-4 on the season.
Spartan wrestler Terry Kerr,
Cal State, Long I3each favored
as contenders for the team title. who has compiled a 9-6-1 mark
San Diego State, Cal State this season in the 130-pound diLos Angeles, and UC Santa Bar- vision will be moved to 123 for
bara are the other schools en- the tournament and Paul Cuntered in the championship meet. ningham, who has an 8-2 record
The Spartans may have a slight will move up from 130 to 137.
Art Stone (115), vvho has a
advantage in the tournament
with competition being in 11 9-4 record, and Walt Thatcher
weight divisions rather than the (167), 10-7, are also expected
to do well for the Spartans.
usual nine.
Hugh Mumby, SJS coach and meet director, says the Spartans
should pick up strength in the
two kidded divisions.
Winners in the individual
matches of the tournament will
go on to virestle national com-

Last night at Angelo’s Steak House. three elderly
spinsters ment into eardiar arrest mhen Angelo
leaped front behind the e llllll ter. ripped off his
I displaving
impresshirt. and pranced ar
sive body. Hlt gave no tea
for this outburst, but
due to the great reeept.
lie reeeked he mill now
(I() two shows nightly. No cover. No minimum.
Still featured are Nem 1 ork Steak for S2.25 and
Rili-Eye for $1.45. Don’t forget to ask for )riiir
free bout of chili.

72 E. Santa Clara

With one more loss and one
less player, the SJS varsity baseball tearn tackles Cal State-Hayward, tomorrow at 1 p.m. ill its
first home appearance of the
season.
The Spartans lost their fourth
game in as many tries Tuesday
when San Francisco State of the
Far Western Conference dumPed
SJS 10-4 in the City.
The Spartans will be without
two-year letterman Fred Luke
for the rest of the season. The
senior outfielder decided to quit
the team Thursday lxcause of
personal reason.s.
Luke, who was co-ckurtain of
last year’s team as a junior, quit
the team, apparently because of
conflicts with coach Ed Sobczak.

Spartans Favored
In Mat Tourney

ANGELO
GOES
TOPLESS
the classic
corduroy f om h.i.s.
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KNTV’s Media
Director Plans
Dance Session

Friday, March 7, 1969
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New ExC Forum

’Love and/or Marriage’
"Ad% ice to persons about to
marry -- Don’t "
"- -Punch’. Almanac," 1/345
"Love And. Or Marriage," is
the theme of a semester-long
seminar sponsored by the Experimental College ExCi beginning
Monday at 12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
"Should We Return To Ar-

ranged Marriages?" is Monday’s
topic presented by Dr. Mervyn
Cadwallader, professor of Tutorials.
Open forums with speakers
from all areas of the campus is
the format moderated by Doreen
Bauman, ExC director.
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of
psychology, will discuss the clues-

Display Reflects
Mental Illness
Swirls of psychedelic colors or
tiny intricate figures, faces in
pain or long intricate corridors
decorate the glass cases of Library Central with the agonies,
the fears and the incredible life
views of the mintally ill.
A new exhibit called "Psychopathology and Pictorial Expression" is on display on the first
floor of Library Central. Divided into eight different themes,
the exhibit covers both sides of
all fran crises. Also in the cases
are books related to the subject
of mental illness and art.
All the prints are taken from
two volumes of prints in the library with the t.itle "Psychopathology and Pictorial Expressiiiii
The editors of the books II
di%ided the prints into sect
and each area has a fairly v.,: plete write-up on each Rini contain,
..f

Job Interviews
June and summer grmluates
may sign up for appointments
In the Placement Center, 122
K. Ninth St. Slimups begin
each Tuesday before and up
to the day of the interview.
FRIDAY,
Laboratories,
1Mtlerwriters
In... Majors, BS F:E, ME.
(my F. Atkinson Co. NI
Acctg., bus., CE,
r
The Boeing Co. Majors,
"T
EE.
LE, ME, Nat.
-ro. Op., Aero. Maint., Gnn
1
TOpOgriphic
I A.
13S NIS
Laboratories.
31ajors,
EE, physics, math.,
General Bleetrie CO. ’Mai a
F3S NIS Acctg., finance, eci
math.. bus.. Lib. Arts with interest it) acelg. Must be in top
half of glass academically.

done by children %silts mental
illness or mental disease. Another case contains pictures done
by patients who have been given
hallucinatory drugs such as LSD.
One of the cases is limited to
the art of ju.st one patient. Samples of his work over a period
of several years show progression
of his illness and finally the improvement of his case.
A photo of two sculptures has
one of the most interesting
stories behind it. The two erotic
figures, one male and one female, are beautifully carved in
wood. Each figure has four
faces, each facing a different
way.

EUROPE

’,rota

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
Single or Merrid
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243.5027
Suite 205

Dance

may

Senora

Spanish

Suarez,

Media director for KNTV, channel 11, is interested in organizing
a planning session the week of
March 10.
Emphasis for the proposed
group is on the dances of Jalisco
and VeraCrUZ.

HELP WANTED to care for ambulatory 2 BEDROOM FURN. APT. Girl -student
5155.00. Phone 377-6960 or 378.
to 2 p.m. 5 clays a week
Cal, atter 5 C.0 p.m. and weekends
player
251-5248.
guitar
MALE
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
NEEDED, E-xperienced lead
FACULTY
mo. Call Leland, 292.7283.
for versatile night club group. Larry SPARTA LIFE MODEL applications are ,x.
STUDENTS
297-2514 or Roger 298-3684.
now being taken. Interested students
ALUMNI
may apply to the Ad Director in JC117
tOST AND FOUND 161
daily from 1:30 to 2:30. Photo reAUTOMOTIVE 121
Just present your staff or ASB card
quested.
Misty 1968 High School
Valuable
LOST:
MOVIE & STILL
’67 OPEL KADETT. R&H. Exc. condition.
ring. Gold with black stone. initials
Very clean. $1250. Call 244.7971.
REWARD
Call 295-5051.
F.M.D. inside.
HOUtiNG
* Supplies
* Cameros
’61 VW - Engine in excellent cond.
work
* Projectors * Equipment
only 7300 mi. - needs minor body
To share two bdrm.
,ERSONAL.: i71
asking $100 + equity. Sandy 287.7152. MALE ROOMMATE
apt. close to campus. $80/mo. Call:
DEVELOPING - PRINTING
After 4:00 p.m.
67 So 9th *6.
295-2225.
WANT AN engagement ring different
’60 CORVAIR Monza. Radio and Heater
1$100 Call: 287.5914. After 3:00. 630 FEMALE ROOMMATE: 2 bdrrn. apt. than all the others? Design your own,
with 3 girls. Ask Charlotte/Veronice $45/ with our help. Or choose a standard
So. Ilth St.
mo. 384 E. William #6. 292.8437.
ring. Also quality Diamonds at wholeVW ’68, beige. 8,000 mi. Leatherette.
NEED AN APT? Tired of pounding the sale prices. Call: 286.0964. After 7:00
R & H. 264-7953.
streets/ State House needs female to P.M. Jim Self.
’63 1rAf, GOOD CONDITION. Radio,
2 bdrm., 2 bath apts. 508. S. 11th CRUCIFY WAR. Get peace. Real LOVE
245 SOUTH FIRST
$800. or offer. 294-8287. Can arrange share
$50/mo. Call after 5:00 p.m. Females: Far out dial Peace of Mind, 294-3333,
Prompt and Courteous Sercica
night or day.
287-4814.
.P646YrnWientsius with curtains and mattress.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share duplex. TO THE KNIGHT who saved our kite
$600 or best offer. 293-8497, Jay.
$60/mo. 123 No. lath St. No phone, from the kite eating tree. Thank you.
*******************11 ’59 HILLMAN Mi. Convertible. Leath - see after 6 p.m. Phil.
thank you, Juanita and Colleen.
er interior. runs good. $90. 351 So. 4th
JANIE - THANKS for zipping to
St. #2. After 4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE: share with 3 Wetly. Boots are super. Hi Polo. Love
* ’67 KAWASAKI - 250 Street scrambler. others. 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. $50/mo. to both from wonderful me.
* New Barnett racing clutch, and ’69
4. handlebars. Good condition. Call Mary ROOMMATE WANTED to share our
der
tome. 3 blocks from campus. Call 295SERVICES 181
*’492 8.4546.
* HONDA 460 ’66. Delong Cams ’69 Lic. 0784. 8.5 p.m.
* New style instruments many extras. Call: MALE ROOMIE reeded to share 2
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
* 297.2616 after 7 p.m. Lew.
odrm. at 470 So. Ilth St. Call 298-5592. Free delivery, free service, no contract.
e er
’65 A.HEALEY 3000: Silver Blue Immac..
per month. 251-2598.
$10.00
.../whIs. Looks and runs like new. 52000. APT. FOR RENT OR roommate wanted
to share with 3 liberal girls. 286.0438 TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPER* Call Garrett 294.3362.
IENCED. Will edit. 21h mi. from cam.
or 460 S. 14th St. #I5.
7: ’60 RAMBLER VE auto., air cond. P.S.,
pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
LARGE Unfurnished 2 Bdrm. Apt. $120.
a3ilio
i
SPRITES end Midgets - both seats utzBig House. N. 5th. 297.6696.
holstered $50. 274-0535.
: ’59 VOLVO-PV-544-$385/or offer. New
tires. battery and exhaust sys. Call 294- FEMALE ROOMMATE needed Immedi- TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
apt.
Clean,
to
share
a
modern
ately:
! 4544. Engine in very good cond.
*
$8.00 per mo. Call 377.293S.
4 speed. near SJS. Lots of storage space. $60.00/
63 F-85
mo. Ca . Dee 286-2859.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
M.
$300.
condition.
good
veoc rt.
*
Reports - Dissertations.
Spartan Daily.
NEED FEMALE roommate to share nice Master’s -Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
4.1
.4r
Marrianne
*j FOR SALE: ’67 COUGAR 3 speed. exc. 1 bdrrn. apt. 2 blocks from College. Call 371-0395. San Jose.
*
oval
Light
creen
wide
fires.
cond.
$55./mo. Call: Alicia 294.1722.
*
* .
- Wanted: No experience
***** *1.#############4444s4 .. 42150. Phone 244 3961.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share CUSTOMERS
necessary. Astor’s Coin -Op Auto Wash.
house.
own
room.
Close
to
campus.
Call
FOR SALE 131
732 So. 1st and 804 Lincoln Ave.
286-5746.
LOWER DIV. MALES, double rooms. STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
field
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS,
$35.00 rno., kitchen privileges. 333 So. accurate. minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
jackets, bell bottom po-ts, leather and lith St. 286.4921.
phone 244-6581.
suede jackets, camping supplies, HIPMALE ROOMMATE to share two bdrm. TYPING term papers; manuscripts; thePIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
apt. pool. close to campus $45/mo. sis: etc. Experienced, dependable, reazoodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
sonable. 294-1313.
Call 287.0384. 560 So. 10th #14.
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun., NEEDED: 2 female roommates over 21. CHILD CARE. Will fake care of your
$50irno. Ilth St. Call Carol 286-4340. preschool child. Large play area, near
, ::losed Mon.
school. Call 293-6832.
, LEAR Jet 8 trk. cartridge player for 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share 2
after
225.8449
’ home wisps. $50/Call
bdrns. apt. 665 So. 8th, #5, $40/mo PHOTOGRAPHER,
happenings, por.
Call Mary 287.7206 or 295.9028.
5 p.m. and weekends.
rates. cell 295-3477.
’s
sell
Must
in
the
home while you
BABYSITTING
COUNTRY
BOARDING HOUSE contract for sale.
1 LEAVING THE
’ Persian Rugs Different sizes. Offer, Call: Will take loss. 64 So. 10th. Call Jon, attend cless - across from library.
295.9811, immediately.
Call Mrs. Barbara Heppe 287-0564.
298-4383 after 3:00 p.m.
1 WOOD LATHE NEW 815. Radial Drill
Press New $37.50. Belt disc sander new
$30. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Can joJe
Camera C11012

,
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:r

Poyale

: Rraudn;,..ctodwi;rit.s.ac,..,:lice:t..2531.476e75.tires.

* Sat., March 8, 1969 *
1: Morris Dailey Aucl. *

Al,
Sci.
The 1)ove Chemical Co. Maors, BS/MS Chem. I.: BS ME
fleet [4.
City of LAM Angele...
r
merit of Water &
TIS MS
t’E.

Shining from your heart finger forever,
your engagement ring is a pledge
of unchanging devotion in an ever changing
world. Why not let us help you choose
the ring that speaks your love?
We arc proud to be a member of the
American Gem Society -jewelers selected
for their gem knowledge and commendable
business ethics ...come see us

soon.

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

MORTO
211 1158

rAl":

GE OLOGISTS
125 TOWN COUNTRY YEAH, SAN JOSE

To Worship Is To Say Yes To Love

11111111111 111,,

WOOD STEERING WHEEL,
2Astom:632aueq,:.,,inSq5,5 or best

i ROYAL SAFARI PORTABLE TYPEWRITER. $65 or best offer. 4 yrs. old in excel.
r.tt condition. Call 287-4174.
SKIS:

uniercriat

Cliardin
Worship This Sunday

Chapel of Reconciliation

300 S. Tenth St.

9:30 a.m. United Campus Ministry 11:00 Lutheran 6:00 p.m. F,piseopal

I

EDITING.

No

typing.

TRANSPORTATION lel
FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS RIDE from
Berkeley TTh. Call 841.2103 or leave
message with secretary. Mathematics
Dept.
NEED RIDE from San Jose to San Francisco from 2:30 to 5:00 on Mondays.
Call Karen 286.2965.

-4

4-

-4-

To Place
an ad:

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30 - I I :30

Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan

Daily Classifieds.

POTTERS WHEEL. Concrete kickwheel.
890. 426-4642, 2519 Empire Rd., Santa
Cruz.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 246S

ss,
HELP WANTED 141
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REPUTATION OF GIVING
fZGAL PEV1L OF A TEST."

Two days

Three days

Four days

1.50

Flys days

4 tines
5 linos
6 !Ines
iiiiii this

2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

-.4-1-5-2.90
-1.71-6-3.90

2.50
3.00 ’
3.50 ’
4.00

amount for
each addi
bon& line

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
n. I ost and Found (6)

A

No refunds nn cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lint)

One day

0 Announcemenb (1)
0 Automotive (2)
7 Far Sale (T)

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

Send in handy order blank.

MECHANICAL SERVANTS. Merchan.
dise vendors. Sells dry goods and toys.
Service nite, day or weekends. (415)
656.6569.

MARRIED Couple - FREE RENT. Exchange for janitor work for wife, and
meint. work for husband. Nursery School.
Up fo June 1970. 225-4820.
OPENING for enthusiastic, creative college man for part time recreation lead
ership and supervision at the SARA
TOGA YOUTH CENTER. Call Nancy
Clark at 867.2233. Salary: $2.50-$3.00
per hour.
GREAT BOOKS PROGRAM
Tired of hurn.drum jobs that don’t pay
off? Earn $126.00 for 12 hours work a
week. Call Armond Hawley at 377.4540.
NEW ORLEANS - Student familiar
with this city needed for collaboration
on poster: Will pay for information.
Contact J. Clarke, 378-8000.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

’

7

CLASSIFIED RATES

and die stece.s.iary conierinencei of

MANUSCRIPT
Call 248.6522.

c
Ir..)

Fischer Alpine Oolure (wood, d Cable Bindings. E.cellent
$40. Also, Hoover portable
1110. 295.7494, after 5 p.m.

Minimum
Three Ilnes
One day
-3-11117-n

re3ervulion in IL

TYPING, ACCURATE 40c a sheet. Pickup and deliver, limited to college area.
Mrs. Gross 244.8689.
TERM PAPERS to type? Need help?
Accurate fast typing available. Call
’M" 377.8327

cumAss, Ram,

* 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 1 aarks.
400
*
*1

The next best thing to
being together always

ping-pong, swimming, volleyball,
basket ball.
Theta sIgnus Phi. 8 a.m., Stanford. All ladies attending the
conference please meet at Seventh and San Carlos Streets.
Those with cars please bring
them.
SUNDAY
Trt-t’, 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.,
Tri-C Bldg., Third and San Antonio Streets. Meeting.
Circle K t’lub, 10 a.m., ED448.
All members please attend in
coat and tie.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

%doh
f 1.r.) Coutit
i). partment.
psych , IL\ Soc.

?N. onus’ 4elieve

4848.

, M.G.I.
colfFf,:kr.

... Ma Fat:Lace,

TUESDAY, MARCH II
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
BS 13usiness.
aectg.,
econ.
San Francieco Bay Naval Shipyard. Majors, I3S MS ME, EE,
CF:, Gen. Engrg.. Chem. E.
International Harvester co,
Malta’s, I3S -13us. Mgmt.,
power Admin., Bus. & Indu-stry,
Ind. Tech.
Arthur Andemen & Co, MO,
BS /MS Accb.; lltis. Admin.
IR sum
’11

Folkloric

call Guadalupe Suarez at 298-

tion "Can You Love Anyone?"
on
March
17.
Other topics
planned are "Sex and the New
Morality," by Herbert Mann,
M.D., "Sexuational Ethics," by
Dr. Thornton Hooper, of New
College, and "Intimacy and the
Fear of Injury," by Dr. Winfield
Salisbury, assistant professor of
sociology and anthropology.
look
for
"Students should
posters announcing the topics and
dates. Also, they may pick up
brochures with schedules in the
Eire office of the College Union,"
said Miss Batiman.
Spartan Bookstore %vill present
special displays %vith recommended books relevant to each
week’s lecture topic.

A Phi 0 Flicks

$21 5 to 6315 R.T. born West
Coast flights, also available
from East, flights to the Orient
and Israel, Call ESEP 3658625
801 Woodside. Redwood City.

Fairchild Semiconductor. Majors, BS MS EF:. N1E, 1E, math.,
phs .ies
Chem, E.,
Pro e ii.iiirhiaise A
ES Acct..; , I.S

Students interested in learning
Mexican

men’s Gym. Sports night. Volleyball clinic and basketball game
between Hawaiian Club and Oriocci.
The ’runlet’ Student’s Azinociation, 2 p.m., Cafeteria A. General
meeting.
Inter-Vanilly l’hristian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., ED120. Discussion on love.
SJS Mountaineerhtg Club,
12:30 p.m.. JC134. Nleeting.
TOMORROW
Weekend Co-itec, 12:30-4:30
Badminton,
PER.
Bldg.
p.m.,

TODAY
Spartan Ortocel, 7-12 p.m.,
PER101 A and B. Fun night.
p i n gbasketball,
Volleyball,
pong.
Phi Alpha Theta, 8:30 ant,
Cafeteria A. Student, faculty
Clark
by
Speech
breakfast.
Smith, professor of history. All
members please attend.
Student’. tor is Better Biology’,
2:30 p.m., S242. All interested
biology* students am urged to
attend.
Spartan Orlocel, 7-12 p.m., Wo-

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

MONDAY, MARCH 10

:Or

Spartaguide

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)
*

131

Print Name

For

Mdress

Enclosed Is

City

Phone

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing tor ad to appear.
1111.11..1111.1.11:

